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the addition of auto-balance to
the counter-strike: source
game mode in version 1.3 of
the game also required the
implementation of support for
localised bots to perform the
function. this involved added
support for bots which could
take advantage of these power-
ups in the form of a new bot
class, which was added to the
core engine. localised bots
used the bot locator codes
which were used for the anti-
stealing mechanism of the
game in order to reduce the
chance of cheating being
detected by detection bots.
[11] it was possible to assign
separate bot locator codes for
each bot that wished to use it.
this also allowed for each
location of the map to have a
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unique anti-cheat code. [6]
support for localised bots was
backported from counter-strike:
global offensive to counter-
strike: condition zero where it
was included as part of the bot
system. [13] with the
introduction of the player-
controlled automanager in the
release of version 1.4 of the
game, various aspects of the
gameplay were completely
overhauled in order to make
the automanager a consistent,
reliable and featureful tool for
players. support for the
automanager allowed for
various automation and
automanager specific
commands. this, for example,
enabled the automanager to
automatically place weapons in
the right spot and for the
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automanager to know when to
unload some rockets. [4]
another benefit of the
automanager is that players
have the ability to seamlessly
switch between controlling the
automanager and controlling
the player character, without
any latency inbetween. [11]
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in the past, the game was also
developed and released by

valve for the xbox, while the
goldsrc engine supports the
xbox, windows pc, mac os x
and linux. with the release of

source 2 in 2013, the modding
community was given the

opportunity to again develop
and release mods for the
game. [19] counter-strike:

global offensive includes many
different weapons such as the
ak-47, m4a4 assault rifle, g3a3
battle rifle and many others. in
order to secure the game we
provide the most suitable and
highest quality alternatives to
those weapons in the modding

community. because many
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weapons are too easy to abuse,
cs-go has provided the

additional weapon hacking,
which is a mod can be applied
via the mod_hacking.ini file to
make it much more difficult to

abuse weapons.
weapon_hacking.ini file is an

additional mod available to the
modders to increase the level

of difficulty and make weapons
more viable. the game includes
a nine-person class system. the

classes are: assault, medic,
engineer, support, demoman,
sniper, scout and operative.

demoman provides one
additional interaction point: the
medpack. the medic’s abilities

allow the medic to create
medkits and revive the

demoman and the scout.
currently working on the game
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are a lot of people, including
internal testers who keep
trying to find all the bugs.
outside of that, we have a

whole community of people
who are building up the game.

the biggest competition for
counter-strike: global offensive
is that in the first round of the
competition, counter-strike:

source, but so far, a lot of our
competitors, we have defeated.
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